Dear Colleagues /Academicians,

The Centre for Responsible Tourism at Kerala Institute for Tourism & Travel Studies (KITTS) cordially invites you to submit the original manuscript to be published in its introductory volume. The major aim of the journal is to offer insights and fresh perspectives in the field of Sustainable Tourism. All papers undergo a double blind review process before accepting for publishing. Since manuscripts are to be sent out for blind reviews, all author names and corresponding affiliations, and complete mailing address, e-mail and telephone numbers should be included on a separate page.

Areas for Publication

- Research papers on sustainable tourism with practical implications.
- Conceptual paper reviewing trends or postulating new models on sustainable tourism.
- Articles that contain academic debates on sustainable tourism issues of contemporary relevance.
- Reviews of recently published books and journals related to sustainable tourism. Critical reviews of academic deliberations on sustainable tourism held during seminars, conferences and workshops will also be included.

Important dates:

- Last date of Submission of Abstract : 27.01.2022
- Initial assessment - Desk acceptance or rejection : 28.01.2022
- Submission of Full manuscript : 25.02.2022
- Review information and comments : 05.03.2022
- Final submission after revision : 10.03.2022
- Publication date : 25.03.2022

Send your unpublished paper to crt@kittsedu.org.
If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact us. Thank you very much for your consideration of this invitation.

Thanking you

Saroop Roy B. R.
Editor in Chief, KITTS Journal on Sustainable Tourism (KJST)
Assistant Professor & Co ordinator Centre for Responsible Tourism
Kerala Institute for Tourism & Travel Studies
Thiruvananthapuram- 695014
Email: crt@kittsedu.org
Mob: +91 81118 23377
Guidelines for Submission of Manuscript

- Manuscripts are to be submitted in English in single column in word format on a standard A4 size paper setting. It must be prepared on 1.5 line space and single column with 1” margin set for top, bottom, left and right. It should be typed in 12 point-Times New Roman Font with page numbers at the bottom and centre of the every page.
- Abstract should be in fully italicized text, not exceeding 200 words. The abstract must explain background, aims, methods, results and conclusion. The abstract must be followed by list of not more than 5 keywords.
- The title of the paper should be in a 16 point Times New Roman Font. It should be bold typed and fully capitalized.
- All the headings and sub-headings should be in a 14 point and 12 point Times New Roman Font, bold-faced, aligned left and fully capitalized. Leave a blank line before each heading.
- The main text should be in a 12 point-Times New Roman Font, 1.5 line spaced, fully justified.
- Figures, Charts & Tables in grayscale must be simple, centred & numbered, and titles for each must be above them. Sources of data should be mentioned below the Table/Figures.
- Images supplied should be in grayscale and should be editable using generic softwares. Sources of image should be mentioned below the Image.
- The list of all references should be alphabetically arranged. The authors should mention the references as shown in the examples below.

BOOKS:

One author:

Two authors:

Three or more authors: (list each author)

Society, association, or institution as author and publisher:

Editor or compiler as author:

Chapter, essay, or article by one author in a book or encyclopedia edited by another:

JOURNAL ARTICLES:

One author:

Two authors:

Society, association, or institution as author:
NEWSPAPER ARTICLES:
One author
No author:

MAGAZINES:
One author:
No author:

WEBSITES
*Follow the same pattern of referencing for all types discussed above with website details and Accessed date as shown below:*

- The articles should not normally exceed 5000 words. Book reviews should be up to 1500 words and contain the following information: author(s) or editor(s) for edited books, title, publisher, ISBN, year of publication, number of pages, the original language of publication, resume of the content, how this book contributes to sustainable tourism knowledge. The articles should be sent electronically.
- The general structure of the paper include an introduction, literature review, methodology, results, discussion, and conclusion. The proposed structure is not compulsory and may vary depending on the specific paper.
- The editorial board has the authority to reject the review process of a submitted manuscript if it subject to minor or major plagiarism and even may cancel the publication upon the complaint of victim(s) of plagiarism. The authors may take the ideas and work of others by giving them appropriate credit.
- Articles submitted to the journal should not have been published before in their current or substantially similar form, or be under consideration for publication with another journal. Upon acceptance, the authors must submit a copyright transfer form which essentially means that the copyright of the published work remains with KITTS Journal on Sustainable Tourism.
- The author is eligible to receive free of cost one copy of the printed issue in which his/her manuscript gets inclusion. All authors will have free downloadable access to the electronic version of the journal.